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Abstract This paper gives an integrated perspective on modes and other regular shapes that have been classically used in
modal analysis, modeshape expansion, component mode synthesis, domain decomposition, ... Illustrations are taken out
of three application areas: parameterized models which are typically considered in finite element updating and uncertainty
propagation applications, hybrid models coupling test and analysis information, and design of structures damped using
viscoelastic materials.
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1

Introduction

The notion of modes is central to the analysis of low frequency dynamics. They are routinely measured and they have
unique numerical properties that makes them a fundamental tool in numerical simulations. A first section gives a unified
perspective of classical Component Mode Synthesis results (Craig, 1987). The introduction of normal modes and classical
static shapes (constraint modes, attachment modes, residual attachment modes) is motivated by the need to approximate
the dynamics flexibility for a restricted set of inputs and a know frequency range. The following sections illustrate
the usefulness of diverging from this classical theory. To help in the formulation of new reduction methods, two basic
methodologies for a priori error estimation (Balmes, 1996a) and subspace classification (Balmes, 1996b) are introduced.
Considering multiple models is a first classical deviation from CMS theory (Balmes, 1996c). Parameterized finite
element models are commonly used in FE model updating (Bobillot, 2002), uncertainty propagation (Balmes, 2004b), or
design of structures (Balmes and Germès, 2002). The case of uncertainty predictions on the modal properties of an Ariane
5 upper stage model are used in section 3 to illustrates applicable model reduction techniques.
Using an imperfect model in combination with good quality measurements is a second deviation. This is particularly
useful in experimental modal analysis applications where one needs to estimate unmeasured quantities while not having a
high quality model available. The application of enhanced Structural Dynamics Modification (SDM) methods to a motor
pump (Corus, 2003) is used to illustrate current research issues in the use of hybrid test/analysis models.
Model reduction with real shapes for structures damped with viscoelastic material is a last deviation that will be
illustrated. Although the numerical solvers are simple applications from those introduced to study parametric families of
models, there is a tremendous interest in incorporating damping predictions in the structural design process. After a brief
overview of models and solvers used to predict damped behavior, one will show how various model reduction techniques
are used in practice to allow the numerical optimization of damping devices considered in automotive and aerospace
applications (Balmes and Germès, 2002; Verdun and Balmes, 2003).
2

Modes and regular shapes

This section gives a general presentation model reduction techniques that will then be illustrated. Section 2.1 relates model
reduction to Ritz-Galerkin methods. Section 2.2 motivates classical free and fixed interface mode bases by the need to
build models that are valid for a class of inputs and a given frequency range. Section 2.3 introduces error estimators for
reduced model predictions and describes the Residue Iteration method that can be used to generate approximate methods
with controlled quality in many applications. Finally, section 2.4 shows that modal truncation can be seen as a generalized
Singular Value Decomposition and thus be used to classify the importance of directions in a given subspace.
2.1

Ritz analysis for discrete models

In a fairly general setting, models of structural dynamics obtained by the finite element method can be written in the form


M s2 + Cs + K N ×N {q(s)} = [b]N ×N A {u(s)}N A×1
.
(1)
{y(s)}N S×1 = [c]N S×N {q(s)}N ×1
In this description two not very classical, and yet very important, parts are

• the decomposition of the discretized loads F (s) as the product of as the product of a fixed input shape matrix [b]
specifying the spatial localization of loads and inputs {u} describing the frequency/time dependence and
• the definition of physical outputs {y} as a linear combination of DOFs {q}.
Ritz/Galerkin displacement methods seek approximations of the response within a subspace characterized by a matrix
T associated with generalized DOFs qR
{q}N = [T ]N ×N R {qR }N R

(2)

Replacing (2) in equation (1) leads to an overdetermined set of equations. The Ritz approximation assumes that the
virtual work for displacements in the dual subspace generated by T T is also zero, thus leading to a reduced model
 T



T M T s2 + T T CT s + T T KT N R×N R {qR (s)} = T T b N R×N A {u(s)}N A×1
(3)
{y(s)}N S×1 = [cT ]N S×N R {qR (s)}N R×1
2.2

Classical CMS bases as approximations of the frequency response

Component mode synthesis and model reduction methods provide methods to build appropriate T bases. While there are
many ways to justify classical bases (Craig, 1987), useful insight can be gained by saying their validity is associated with
two assumptions : the model need only be valid over a restricted frequency band and the number of inputs is limited. In
this section, ones sees how these hypotheses can be translated into the need to include modeshapes and static responses
into the T basis.
Considering the response of an elastic structure to applied loads F (s)N = [b]N ×N A {u(s)}N A , the exact response at
a given frequency is given by

−1
−1
H(s) = [c] M s2 + K
[b] = [c][Z(s)] [b]
(4)
The dynamic stiffness Z(s) being an analytic rational fraction, it has a set distinct singularities solutions of
[Z(λj )]{φj } = {0}

(5)

these are simply known as the free modes of the structure. A reduced model should include these shapes to allow for accurate representations of resonances which are associated with the singularities of the dynamic stiffness. The assumption
that the model need only be valid over a given frequency range is used for modal truncation : that is the fact that one keeps
the modes associated with frequencies within the target frequency band shown as the Fmax line in figure 1. A point of
particular interest is the static response (at s = 0). The associated deformation is
−1

{q0 } = [Z(0)]

[b]{u(0)} = [Ts ]{u(0)}

(6)

the vectors of T (s) are called attachement modes in the CMS literature (Craig, 1987). A classical problem is the case of
free floating structures (structures with rigid body modes). Z(0) is then singular and one defines attachment modes as
responses of all modes except the rigid body ones. Methods to compute this response are analysed in (Farhat and Géradin,
1998).
Bases combining free modes and attachment modes are valid over a certain frequency range (truncation of the series
of free modes) and certain inputs characterized by b. Thus they use the two initial assumptions. As shown in figure 1,
the incorporation of the attachment modes in the basis allows a representation of the low frequency residual flexibility of
higher frequency modes that have been truncated.
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Figure 1: Modes within the band and external contributions

In some applications, the response to applied loads is not particularly representative. One thus considers the response
of a structure with enforced displacements on a subset of DOFs. Dividing the DOFs in two groups, active or interface
DOFs I and complementary C, leads to


 

ZII (s) ZIC (s)
< qI (s) >
RI (s)
=
(7)
ZCI (s) ZCC (s)
qC (s)
<0>
where < > denotes a know quantity. The exact solution to this problem is given by


I
{q} = [T (s)]{qI } =
{qI }
−ZCC (s)−1 ZCI (s)

(8)

The subspace found here is frequency dependent and thus can only be used in very restricted applications such as dynamic
modeshape expansion (Balmes, 2000). An classical approximation is however found by computing the static (at s = 0)
value of this subspace


I
[T ] =
(9)
−1
−KCC
KCI
Reduction on this basis is known as static or Guyan condensation (Guyan, 1965). The columns of T are called constraint
modes (Craig, 1987). They correspond to unit displacements of the interface DOFs.
Trying to analyze when subspace (9) becomes a poor approximation of subspace (8), it clearly appears that significant
−1
deviations can be expected when ZCC (s)−1 differs from ZCC (0)−1 = KCC
. Such difference is clearly significant for
−1
singularities of ZCC (s) which are computed by the eigenvalue problem



0
0
0
= {0}
(10)
0 ZCC (ωj )
φj,c
This problem defines fixed interface modes. The use of a basis combining constraint and fixed attachment modes was
proposed in (Craig and Bampton, 1968)



I
0
[T ] =
(11)
−1
φ1:N M,C
KCC
KCI
Here, this appears as the optimal extension of static condensation by incorporation of the singularities of ZCC (s)−1 in
the reduction basis. The hypothesis on inputs was used when defining inputs. The hypothesis on bandwidth is used to
truncate the series of fixed interface modes.
2.3

Error estimates and iterations

Error estimation has been the focus of little attention in substructuring literature while there are classical methods in non
linear mechanics. The principle of error estimates on a the solution of a discrete model are rather simple. Knowing an
approximate solution [T ]{qR }, one computes an error residual associated with the fact that the full order solution is not
exactly verified by the approximate solution.
For frequency responses (1), the residual is given by


RL = M s2 + Cs + K [T ]{qR } − [b]N ×N A {u(s)}

(12)

Similarly for normal modes the residual is given by


RL = K − ωj2 M [T ]{φjR }

(13)

This residual has the units of a load and thus tends to be very much dependent on the mesh properties and element type.
Using an energy norm to measure its size is thus of practical interest in many applications. A reasonable approach is to
compute the static response to this load
h i−1
RD = K̂
RL
(14)
h i
Note that K̂ need not be the exact stiffness of the model. It can be a fixed nominal stiffness, a dynamic stiffness or
simply a preconditioner (Bobillot, 2002).
The displacement residual leads to a relative error in strain energy
({φj (p)}, ωj (p), p) =

kRD kK(p0 )
kφj (p)kK(p0 )

(15)

Error computations shown in section 3.3 are based on this technique. There are strong links between this residual and the
Error In Constitutive relations (Chouaki et al., 1998; Barthe et al., 2004).

While measuring the error is interesting, this also provides a very general mechanism to generate approximations with
a controlled level of error.h The Residue
i Iteration (RI) method, outlined in figure 2, uses the displacement residual to enrich
(k)
(k)
(k+1)
(k)
the subspace T
= T
RD . In practice, an orthonormalization must be performed before appending RD to
T (k) . The need for this orthonormalization is related to the similar step used in conjugate gradient or Lanczos techniques.
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Figure 2: Principle of enrichment strategy of the Residue Iteration Method (Bobillot, 2002).
Variants of the Residue Iteration method have been shown to be efficient for the computation of normal and complex
modes (Bobillot, 2002), multiple field problems found in fluid structure interaction and finite element model updating (Bobillot and Balmes, 2002b; Bobillot and Balmes, 2002a), as well as direct frequency response and sensitivities (Kergourlay
et al., 2000; Balmes and Germès, 2002; Bobillot and Balmes, 2003).
2.4

Subspace classification and SVD

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a classical mathematical tool used to select important directions in a given
subspace. When confronted with the need to select important directions in a subspace T , it is thus quite interesting to
adapt the concepts of SVD.
The general form of an SVD of matrix T is
T

[T ]N ×N R = [U ]N ×N [S]N ×N R [V ]N R×N R

(16)

where S is a diagonal matrix (the elements of this diagonal are called singular values), and the matrices of right V and
left U singular vectors are unitary (the singular vectors form orthonormal bases).
In the classical mathematical definition, the bases are unitary in the sense of the Euclidian norm. It is however well
known that for FEM models Euclidian norms do not account for inhomogeneities in the material properties or degree of
freedom type (translation/rotation). It is thus more appropriate to consider variants of the singular value decomposition
where the bases are orthonormal in the sense of energy norms (Balmes, 1996b). Classically, one will consider left
singular vectors that are
orthonormal U T KU = I and right singular vectors that are orthonormal with respect to
 stiffness

the reduced mass V T T M T V = I. These are simply computed by solving the reduced eigenvalue problem
 T

T M T ωj2 + T T KT N R×N R {Vj } = {0}
(17)
and using sj = ωj−2 and Uj = [T ]{Vj }.

The largest singular values of this decomposition are associated with the smallest frequencies. On thus obtains the
expected result that at equal kinetic energy the most important directions in a subspace are associated with the lowest
strain energies and thus lowest frequencies. This demonstrates the intuitive result that in absence of information on loads,
the best subspace is associated with modal truncation.
Computing the modes within any reduced subspace T is thus an “optimal” selection method. Since this is a mathematical classification of orthogonal directions in subspace T , the M and K used only need to be representative of the
physics of the underlying system.
Finally there is a purely numerical interest in solving (17). While the independence of vectors in basis T is not
theoretically needed, the practical use of nearly collinear vectors linked to singular or poorly conditioned matrices. For the
considered numerical applications, it is thus essential to guarantee the independence of vectors in T . The singular value
decomposition of this matrix leads to orthogonal vectors and nearly collinear vectors can be eliminated by truncating
vectors associated with very low singular values.
3
3.1

Parametric families of models
Fixed bases for multiple models

As a first illustration one will consider applications where one seek to build an approximation of the response of not one
but multiple models. FEM models are described by a set of geometric and material properties. A parameterized model
potentially lets all properties change (node positions, values characterizing the constitutive law, ...). Formally, one can
define a vector of parameters in the model
{p} = {p0 } + {∆p}

(18)

In practice, one usually defines a coefficient for each element matrix (or sub-matrix when separating membrane and
bending matrices for example). The linear combination thus becomes
[M (p)] =

NE
X
j=1

αk (p)[Mke ]

[K(p)] =

NE
X

βk (p)[Kke ]

(19)

j=1

As will be shown in section 3.2, variations of modal properties are quite non linear. The use of perturbation methods,
even of high order, thus does not yield sufficient accuracy. Reanalysis techniques (Tourneau et al., 1994; Balmes, 1996c;
Bouazzouni et al., 1997) will thus be preferred here.
These methods seek approximate solutions in a subspace T independent of p by solving for each value of p


 T

2
(p) T T M (p)T {φjR (p)} = {0}
T K(p)T − ωjR

(20)

As long as K and M are a matrix polynomials in p, one can project the matrix coefficients once and for all. The
resolution of (20) can thus be very fast. Restitution of responses on all DOFs is then simply given by {φj } = [T ]{φjR }.
The fundamental question is the procedure to build a basis T giving good predictions for all desired values of p. One
can rewrite the problem as the solution of


K(p0 ) − ωj2 M (p0 ) {φj (p)} = [Z(p) − Z(p0 )]{φj (p)}

(21)

If the right hand-side in (21) is small enough, the nominal modes T = [φ(p0 )1:N M ] will give an reasonable approximation (Tourneau et al., 1994). This however does not make use of the hypothesis on representative loads.
It can be easily realized that right hand side vectors [Z(p) − Z(p0 )]{φj (p)} actually span a low dimension subspace
that can be approximated by b = [∆Z]{φj (p0 )}. One can thus combine the basis of nominal modes and first order
corrections
h
i
−1
[T ] = φ(p0 )1:N M [K(p0 )] [[∆K]{φj (p0 )} [∆M ]{φj (p0 )}]
(22)
This basis is very muchh related (Bobillot
and Balmes, 2003; Balmes, 1996c) to the use of a basis containing modes and
i
∂φ
their sensitivities T = φ(po ) ∂pi . As an alternative, the multi-model approach (Balmes, 1996c) retains exact modes at
a number of design points pi , thus T = [φ(p1 ) φ(pN E )].
For a basis of nominal modes, predictions are valid for a fairly narrow parametric zone because the reduction basis
does not account for actual model variations (Balmes, 1996c). By including sensitivities, one significantly extends the
range of validity but this range is not easily controlled. For a multi-model basis, mode shapes predictions are exact for the
retained values pi , i = 1 : N E and fairly good between those points. In the rest of the paper, one considers a basis where
one keeps the nominal modes and a number of other design points.
Building a multi-model reduction basis requires exact computations at target design points. The choice of these points
is an important problem treated in the design of experiments (Myers and Montgomery, 1995). As shown in figure 3 the

uncertainty intervals are assumed to form an hypercube. A classical experiment would evaluate objectives at all corners,
thus leading to 2N P evaluations.

Figure 3: Positions of exact mode evaluations in parameter space. a) Hypercube face center. b) Classical 2N P factorial
plan.
Building a multi-model basis using this full experiment is not realistic for the applications of interest. For the ESC-A
model shown in figure 4, keeping 15 modes uses 13 MB. Keeping modes for 210 corners of a 10 parameter hypercube
would require 13 GB which is not realistic both in terms of disk space and computational time.
The retained experiment uses the exact N P + 1 responses at the face centers. This is much more practical but
introduces an arbitrary selection of the upper face of the hypercube. In practice, one thus verifies the accuracy of reanalysis
results on the opposite face using the error evaluation technique outlined in section 3.3.
The basis combining modes computed at each design point is generally poorly conditioned (the vectors are very
collinear). One thus uses a complete reorthonormalization of this basis with respect to the nominal mass and stiffness
matrices as motivated in section 2.4.


Finally, the uncertainty model to be propagated being defined by the parametric hypercube pi ∈ pmin
pmax
, it is
i
i
important to validate the precision of reanalysis predictions on the full domain. Possible strategies on the selection of
points where this accuracy is estimated will be discussed in section 3.3.
3.2

Application to uncertainty propagation analyses

Quantities of interest for to analyze the controllability of the launcher are modal frequencies and excitabilities. Excitability
is defined by the value of j th mode contribution at its resonance frequency, that is
T

ej =

[c]{φj }{φj } [b]
2ζj ωj2 ω

(23)

For applications, one considered the first 15 modes and 6 excitabilities associated with the transfer between engine
gimbal joint and inertial measurements (SRI) in roll (θx to θx ), pitch (uz to θy ), and yaw (uy to θz ).
One will see later that transmissibilities undergo strong variations during modal crossing. It thus appears important
to use concepts derived from MIMO control design methodologies. Rather than considering individual transmissibilities,
one can consider the 3 inputs (engine θx , uz , uy ) and 6 outputs (rotations at both SRI). ej then is a 6 × 3 matrix whose
singular values can be used as objectives since they are much more stable. Similarly for close modes, one can consider
the sum of transmissibilities for nearby modes (Balmes, 1997).
The number of computations increasing exponentially with the number of parameters, it is important to only retain
parameters that are really necessary. In the initial decomposition into substructures shown in figure 4 a single multiplicative stiffness parameter is retained. This is clearly a rough approximation but finding a logical basis for any aggregation
of parameters is difficult. Engineering judgment and analysis of static test results led to retain 10 parameters shown in
table 1. Analysis of target mode sensitivities was then used to allow further parameter elimination. The end result of these
analyzes is a table giving, for each target modes, the important parameters by order of importance.

Table 1: Retained parameters and maximal variations for
the first 15 frequencies
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
461 ACU Basse
430 Sylda5 court
530 IS Skirt
RLH2 upper
RLH2 lower
410 Case C
481 Cone PPF
520 BMA
ITS
570 Saro

typ
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k

cur.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.12

min
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.82
0.82
0.9
0.95
0.95
0.95
1.12

max
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.07
1.07
1.1
1.15
1.05
2.2
1.27

max ∆f
11 % (3)
6 % (12)
2 % (15)
2 % (9)
1 % (8)
1 % (3)
0 % (3)
1 % (7)
11 % (7)
1 % (6)

Figure 4: Model decomposition into substructures (one color per group).
Figure 5a shows evolutions of the first mode frequency. The figure shows the edges of the dimension 4 hypercube
associated with parameters 2,3,4,6 as a function of the two parameters inducing the largest variations.
This display is generated using 160 evaluations, which is much below a coverage of the hypercube using random or
structured experiments necessary for the constitution of histograms shown in figure 5b, while still giving an excellent
indication of the range of variations for the objectives (frequency or excitability).
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Figure 5: a) Evolution of mode 1 frequency on the edges of a 4 parameter hypercube. b) Corresponding histograms
The first few modes are favorable cases, because they do not lead to modal crossing phenomena. Similar results are
obtained for modes that do not show strong sensitivity to parameters. In other cases, one has difficulties illustrated for
modes 5-7 in figure 6. There, one clearly sees that the range of variation of ITS properties can lead to two mode crossings.
Such behavior could not be reproduced by perturbations or polynomial response surfaces. One will note that reanalysis
can be seen as the creation of a response surface characterized by a rational fraction with the inverse of a polynomial
dynamic stiffness.
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Tank Struts). o exact values.

3.3

Computational strategies and error control

For the 105 000 DOF model of ESC-A, the evaluation of 15 modes at a parametric point is performed in 80s (PIII 1 GHz
Linux, SDT (Balmes and Leclère, 2003) with spfmex static solver). A propagation study requiring several thousand
points, finding a compromise between accuracy and computational time is an obligation.
For the considered problem, building the reanalysis basis requires 500 s (for 6 full order solution) and reanalysis
itself is approximately 1000 faster than a full order solve. The main factor influencing that acceleration is the size of the
reanalysis basis, which depends on the number of parameters and the selection of target modes. It is possible to speed
computations up by focusing on a small number of target modes that need not be the first few (Balmes, 2004b).
The error evaluation strategy shown in section 2.3 is here only four times faster than an exact result. This is in great
part due to the heavy cost of matrix / vector product for the mass matrix that has very large blocks linked to added mass
for the fluids. Error evaluation could still be significantly optimized but gaining orders of magnitude is unlikely.
To control error, the initial idea was to select a richer experiment design than for the reanalysis building. A first control
is actually performed by checking accuracy levels on negative face centers of the hypercube of figure 3. This check is
coupled with the initial sensitivity analysis on parameters.
This first verification does not however validate the effects of correlated variations of multiple parameters. For a small
number of parameters, the 2N P factorial experiment (see (Myers and Montgomery, 1995)) associated with the corners of
the hypercube gives a good confidence in results. But beyond ten parameters the cost associated with this check becomes
prohibitive.
The retained strategy is to check error on points of hypercube edges shown in figure 5a where at least one of the
objective scalars reaches an extremum. For this application, extrema of frequency and transmissibility to SRI1 of modes
5-6-7, a number of extrema are reached at the same parametric points which leads to only 16 error evaluations.
Figure 7 shows that errors are small when transmissibilities are important. The few points where transmissibilities
are not very small and the error visible could be used to enrich the reanalysis basis. It is interesting to note that the
relative error on strain energy is always small (< 10−6 ), which shows that this error is not a good indicator of errors on
transmissibilities (local error on shape).
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Figure 7: Errors on the prediction of transmissibilities on extreme points of objectives (modes 5:7, 6 parameters). Left
scale and continuous lines: predicted values and results with one step enrichment sorted by value. Right scale and dotted
line : relative error on the prediction.
4
4.1

Modes and coupled systems
General formulation of coupling

Among the many applications where coupled systems are considered one can cite substructuring, structural dynamic
modification, fluid and soil/structure interaction, vibroacoustics, ...
Taking the case of two components to simplify equations with no loss of generality, the two subsystems 1 and 2 can
be described by a set of decoupled equations,


 

Z1 0
q1
b1
=
{u(s)}
0 Z2
q2
 b2
(24)
q1
{y} = [c1 c2 ]
q2
In structure/structure interactions (typically Component Mode Synthesis), the coupling is typically described by an
approximation of the continuity condition X1 (x) = X2 (x). For compatible meshes, this is typically enforced through a
condition on the equality of DOFs. With incompatible meshes, the general form of continuity conditions derived from
strong or weak formulations (Farhat and Géradin, 1992; Ben Dhia and Balmes, 2003) is a set of linear constraints


q1
[c1 c2 ]
=0
(25)
q2
Enforcing (25) in (24), leads to an overdetermined set of equations. To remain in the framework for Ritz methods, one
thus seeks a basis T for the null space of conditions (25) and solves by doing the classical transformation (3) on (24).

There is a widespread misconception on the fact that the left product by T T corresponds to an application of the
action/reaction principle. In Ritz methods, force equilibrium is not verified in a continuous sense. Only the work of assumed displacement that verify continuity conditions, on assumed virtual fields that verify the same continuity conditions,
is zero. This understanding can be important when considering coupling of incompatible meshes.
A clear interest of defining the coupling condition in the form (25) is that its form remains identical during model
reduction. Given approximations of component models {qi } ≈ [Ti ]{qR1 }, the reduced coupling condition becomes


qR1
[c1 T1 c2 T2 ]
=0
(26)
qR2
Reduction and component synthesis thus appear as inherently decoupled. It is possible combine free component
reduction ((Rubin, 1975) or (MacNeal, 1971) methods with attachment and free interface modes) and fixed component
reduction ((Craig and Bampton, 1968) with constraint and fixed interface modes).
Most of the CMS litterature dedicates major efforts to find explicit expressions of the solution of (24) given (25).
Using numerical tools to find a basis for the null space of (25) (or (26) for a reduced model) however eliminates the need
for such expressions and thus allows for any model reduction. This is in particular useful when dealing with incompatible
meshes.
4.2

Illustration on an SDM application

Structural Dynamics Modification is a classical application combining experimental modal analysis and CMS. One performs modal analysis on a base structure and wishes to predict quantitatively the response of a modified structure. Difficulties that are not dealt with by classical SDM theory (Maia and Silva, 1997) are the non coincidence between the
modification edge and measurement points and possible errors in the quality of measurements.
The methodology proposed in (Corus, 2003) combines the following ingredients : a local model, mode shape expansion, and subspace selection. Figure 8 gives a typical application to a pump in a nuclear plant. An initial modal test gives
a characterization of the response on a number of test nodes. One then designs a modification (here four stiffeners) and
seeks to predict their effects.

Figure 8: Predictions of the effect of stiffeners on a pump. Modeshape before and after modification. Transfer on the
pump head.

TEST DISPLACEMENTS

{yt }

I NTERFACE DOF {qI }

[TIt ]

Figure 9: Estimation of {qI } deriving from {yt } using [TIt ].

To obtain coupled predictions, one must estimate, as shown in figure9, the base structure response at the location of
interface degrees of freedom (as shown in the application of figure 8 sensors need not be placed on the interface). One
thus seeks to use model reduction to generate a relation of the form
{qI } = [TIt ]{ytest }

(27)

This relation which estimates motion at interfaces DOFs given motion at sensors is obtained using two principles
presented in section 2. First one defines a local FEM model that matches the geometry of the tested structure but need
not be an accurate mechanical representation. One then generates a large subspace of regular shapes of this model by
computing static responses to representative loads at sensors (associated to observation matrix ct ) and interface DOFs
(associated to cI )

−1 
[TG ] = [K] cTt cTI N ×(N t+N I)
(28)
since subspace [TG ] contains more shapes than sensors, one then performs a selection of directions [φG ] using (17).
Criteria to determine the appropriate number of directions to keep in the subspace are discussed in (Corus, 2003).
5

Model reduction for damping predictions

In this final section, one shows how appropriate bases can be introduced to analyze the response of damped structures.
5.1

Handling viscoelastic materials

The basic assumption of linear viscoelasticity is the existence of a relaxation function h(t) such that the stress is obtained
as a convolution with the strain history. Using the Laplace transform, one obtains an equivalent representation where the
material is now characterized by the Complex Modulus E (transform of the relaxation function)
σ(s) = E(s, T, 0 )ε(s) = (E 0 + iE 00 )ε(s)

(29)

For all practical purposes, one can thus, in the frequency domain, deal with viscoelasticity as a special case of elasticity
where the material properties are complex and depend on frequency, temperature, initial deformation and other environmental factors.
Dependence on environmental factors should a priori be arbitrary. In practice however, one assumes, and generally
verifies, that environmental factors only act as shifts on the frequency (Nashif et al., 1985) (this is the so called temperature/frequency equivalence principle). Tests thus seek to characterize a master curve Em (s) and a shift function α(T, 0 )
describing the modulus as
E(s, T, 0 ) = Em (α(T, 0 )s)

(30)

For simulations, a function generating E for all values of s, T, 0 must be created. As illustrated in figure 10, this
function must handle continuations outside of the range of the experimental nomogram, since these are likely to happen in
a design study. Useful complements are the ability to generate nomograms (these are standard representations of frequency
and temperature dependencies in a single plot (Nashif et al., 1985)), to combine experimental material characterizations
into a nomogram, or to estimate the parameters of an analytic representation of a test.
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Figure 10: Master curve of a real material



When proper care is taken, both analytical and tabular representations of E(s) are capable of closely approximating
material test data. They thus have the same “physical” validity. The differences are really seen in how each representation
can be integrated in FEM solvers and in the validity of extrapolations outside the tested material behavior range. On the
later point, the actual process used to obtain the parameters has a strong influence, it may thus be easier to obtain a good
model with a particular representation even if that representation is not inherently better.
While rational fractions or fractional derivatives (Nashif et al., 1985) are analytical representation of particular interest
to implement constant matrix solvers (Golla and Hughes, 1985; McTavish and Hugues, 1987; Lesieutre and Bianchini,
1993; Bianchini and Lesieutre, 1994; Lesieutre and Bianchini, 1995), it was found that all design and validation phases
can be handled properly using representations where E(iω) is interpolated from tabulated material test data. This is thus
the solution retained here.
5.2

Practical solvers for damped vibroacoustic problems

Given a constitutive law described by parameters Ei (s, T, 0 ), one can use the fact that element stiffness matrices depend
linearly on those parameters to build a representation of the dynamic stiffness as a linear combination of constant matrices
i
h
P
0)
(31)
[Z(Ei , s)] = M s2 + Ke + i Ei (s, T, 0 ) KviE(E
0
This representation is the basis used to develop practical solvers for viscoelastic vibration problems. Typically, the
final predictions of interest are responses at target locations to loads applied on the structure. Assuming that the responses
are linearly related to model DOFs by the observation matrix [c], and loads can be decomposed into input shapes [b] and
time/frequency dependent inputs {u(s)}, one must compute
[Z(Ei , s)]{q} = [b]{u(ω)}
{y(ω)}
=
[c]{q}

(32)

at various operating points (values of frequency s, temperature T and/or pre-stress 0 , leading to Ei values).
While most FEM software will handle one instance of problem (32) easily, typical design studies require computation
of a few thousand frequency points at tens of design points thus making direct frequency resolution totally impractical.
Fixed basis model reduction builds a fixed approximation subspace T and estimates the response using a standard RitzGalerkin approximation

−1  T 
{q̂(ω)} ≈ [T ] T T Z(ω, T, 0 )T
T {F (ω)},
(33)
Starting with a tangent elastic stiffness K0 = Re (Z(Ei , 0)), reduction bases that are used classically are
• normal (real) modes of the structure
T = [φ1:N M (K0 )],

(34)

on can consider modes of a structure with a nominal treatment or modes of the untreated structure and estimate
response in the treatment by static condensation.
• normal (real) modes of the structure with a first order static correction for the viscoelastic loads generated by these
shapes (Plouin and Balmes, 2000)


T = φ1:N M (K0 ) K0−1 Im(Z(ω0 , Ei0 ))φj ,
(35)
• higher order bases resulting from the Residual Iteration process described in section 2.3.
Each of these approximations is used successively in the design process. Nominal modes for placement, the first order
correction (35) for parametric optimization and higher order iterative solutions for the final validations.
Figure 11 shows a typical averaged transfer function with tracking of resonances. Such computations typically require
the resolution of (32) at thousands of frequency points and tens of design points. Using fixed reduced bases to build the
parametric model is thus critical for proper operation.
The range of validity of such parametric models is of course a sensitive issue. Figure 12 shows a pole tracking performed for a temperature robustness study. The frequency/damping curves show a typical bell shaped behaviour but also
seem to diverge at lower temperatures. Lower temperatures correspond to higher stiffness and one can demonstrate (Merlette et al., 2004) that this divergence can be systematic if the reduction basis is built with a value of the modulus that is
too low.
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Figure 11: Mode indicator function found when optimizing
layer properties (Balmes, 2004a).
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panel, case B1/SM50e (Balmes and Germès, 2002))

Extensions for vibroacoustic predictions

In many practical cases, the final prediction of interest is a vibroacoustic response where the structure is coupled with
a compressible non-weighing fluid, with or without a free surface. Using a finite element formulation for this type of
problem, leads (Morand and Ohayon, 1992) to equations of the form



   ex 
M 0
K(s) −C
q
F
2
s +
=
(36)
0
F
p
0
C T Kp
with q the displacements of the structure, p the pressure variations in the fluid and F ex the external load applied to the
structure.
Given a reduction basis Ts for the structure, one builds a reduction basis containing fluid modes within the bandwidth
of interest and static corrections for the effects of vectors in Ts . Thus the resulting basis for the fluid model is
h
i
−1
T
[Tf ] = φf,1:N M [F ] [C] [Ts ]
(37)

2

Amplitude (Pa/Ns )

Similar equations can of course be developed for applications where the fluid is represented using boundary elements (Kergourlay et al., 2000).
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Figure 13: Solid model of the C8 body and fluid model of Figure 14: Effect of windshield damping on the vibroacousthe interior cavity. (Balmes and Germès, 2004).
tic response of automotive body.
In automotive applications, validations will often include vibroacoustic predictions. Figure 13 shows the models of a
Citroen C8 body. The solid model uses approximately 1e6 DOFs, 200 000 Nodes and elements, 100 000 linear constraints.

The fluid model contains 2400 nodes and 10 000 elements. Since the solid model is not closed, openings in the body are
assumed infinitely rigid.
The target transfers are from load applied on two engine mounts to four locations representative of passenger ear
locations. 304 for structural modes up to 225 Hz are retained for frequency response predictions. Figure 14 shows a
typical study of interest, where one compares acoustic levels for configurations without and with windshield damping.
6

Conclusion

The need to include modeshapes and static responses to representative loads has been shown to be fundamental in building
accurate model reduction techniques. Error estimation and subspace classification then give very general mechanisms to
develop new procedures as illustrated on a range of examples.
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